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Fingerprints are unique to primates and koalas but what advantages
do these features of our hands and feet provide us compared with
the smooth pads of carnivorans e.g. feline or ursine species? It
has been argued that the epidermal ridges on finger pads decrease
friction when in contact with smooth surfaces, promote interlocking
with rough surfaces, channel excess water, prevent blistering and
enhance tactile sensitivity. Here, we found that they were at the ori-
gin of a moisture regulating mechanism, which ensures an optimal
hydration of the keratin layer of the skin for maximising the friction
and reducing the probability of catastrophic slip due to the hydrody-
namic formation of a fluid layer. When in contact with impermeable
surfaces, the occlusion of the sweat from the pores in the ridges
promotes plasticization of the skin, dramatically increasing friction.
Occlusion and external moisture could cause an excess of water
that would defeat the natural hydration balance. However, we have
demonstrated using femtosecond laser-based polarization-tuneable
terahertz wave spectroscopic imaging and infrared optical coher-
ence tomography that the moisture regulation may be explained by a
combination of a microfluidic capillary evaporation mechanism and
a sweat pore blocking mechanism. This results in maintaining an
optimal amount of moisture in the furrows that maximise the friction
irrespective of whether a finger pad is initially wet or dry. Thus, abun-
dant low-flow sweat glands and epidermal furrows have provided pri-
mates with the evolutionary advantage in dry and wet conditions of
manipulative and locomotive abilities not available to other animals.
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There is a resurgence of interest in the friction of the human1

finger pads, particularly for smooth surfaces, following the2

advent of touchscreens with haptic feedback (1) and artificial3

fingers for robotic and prosthetic fingers (2), but the long-4

standing question of the role the fingerprint ridges in grip5

events, which critically depends on the friction, is not fully6

resolved. Grip is central for many of our and other primate7

activities, e.g. the use of sports equipment, climbing trees for8

foraging purposes and the precision manipulation of objects9

such as eating fruit. It is believed that the fingerprint ridges10

on the volar regions of the hands and feet play a crucial role11

in improving grip by allowing interlocking with contacting12

surfaces (3, 4) provided that they are sufficiently rough (5–8).13

Consequently, they are commonly referred to as friction ridges14

(9). Sweating improves grip as demonstrated, for example,15

by measuring the sliding resistance of the footpads of rats,16

tenrecs, rock hyrax and rabbits after running on a treadmill17

(10). For smooth surfaces, it has been suggested that the ridges18

reduce the friction by depleting the contact area (11) since the19

friction of skin is described by the adhesion mechanism (12)20

as the product of interfacial shear stress required to rupture 21

intermolecular interactions, such as van der Waals, and the 22

contact area over which these bonds act. However, as a result 23

of an increase in the contact area, the friction of human 24

finger pads, for example, is increased substantially by moisture 25

plasticization that softens the fingerprint ridges, either through 26

the occlusion of moisture secreted from the eccrine sweat glands 27

when in contact with an impermeable surface or by wetting 28

from an external source (5, 12). Unlike the other regions of the 29

skin, the sweat glands beneath the ridges respond to emotional 30

states and anxiety, rather than primarily for thermoregulation 31

purposes (13), and is thus a ‘fight or flight’ response (10). 32

Moreover, the volar regions of human hands and feet have a 33

high density of sweat glands (> 300 cm−2) and possess 25 % 34

of the total number although occupying only about 5 % of the 35

total skin area (13). The sweat pores are readily visualized 36

by grasping a glass with wet finger pads (Figs 1 A-C). The 37

helical geometry of the associated sweat ducts may be imaged 38

by optical coherence tomography (Fig. 1D). Figs 1 D and F 39

also show how the epidermal ridges in the fully occluded state 40

are flattened when compressed against a glass plate. 41
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Fig. 1. (A)-(C) Optical images of a finger pad compressed against smooth glass. (D) IR-OCT image of a fingerprint showing helical sweat ducts. (E) Schematic diagram of the
equipment for measuring the friction and imaging the moisture in the furrows, which shows the (1) tangential transducers, (2) stepper motor for driving translation stage, (3)
normal transducer and (4) glass plate. (F ) IR-OCT image of the epidermal ridges and furrows in the fully occluded state compressed against smooth glass. (G) The hydration
kinetics as measured using a MHz-Corneometer for an initially ‘wet’ and ‘dry’ finger pad; regardless of the initial wet or dry conditions, the volume fraction of the moisture
converges to an asymptotic value. (H) Relationship between frictional force and the hydration level showing that the maximum friction is achieved at the converged hydration
state. Hydration levels of ridged and unridged skin in contact with glass as measured using a Corneometer when initially in the wet (I) and dry (J) states.

The hydration of fully occluded fingerprint skin due to42

perspiration does not exceed a certain value while gripping43

(12, 14). Moreover, Andre et al. reported that the hydra-44

tion of a finger pad tends towards a value that maximizes45

the friction during a gripping task (15). A number of re-46

views on the friction and lubrication of human skin have been47

published (12, 16–20), which indicate that there is an as-yet48

unknown moisture regulation mechanism for optimizing the49

grip of ridged skin. For contacts with glass, we have applied50

measurement techniques based on electromagnetic waves with51

frequencies in the megahertz (MHz), terahertz (THz), infrared52

(IR), and visible ranges to characterise and image the temporal53

evolution of moisture in the furrows arising from occlusion and54

external wetting. It is shown that the capillary evaporation of55

external moisture is initially enhanced by the epidermal fur-56

rows behaving as a microfluidic array with sharp corners but57

which allows a level of moisture to be retained that optimizes58

grip. The plasticization of the ridges leads to an intimate59

contact with a surface that prevents excess moisture due to60

the blocking of the sweat pores, which is the mechanism by61

which the secretion of sweat is limited in an occluded contact.62

Results 63

The measurements (c.f. Materials and Methods) involved 64

contacting finger pads with glass using the equipment shown 65

schematically in Fig. 1E (c.f. Fig. S1 A and B); hydrophilic 66

glass was used unless stated that it is hydrophobic. The 67

subjects were males aged 27–33 yrs. The initial moisture con- 68

ditions were ‘dry’ and ‘wet’, for which in the latter case a 69

small droplet of water was imposed between the finger pad 70

and glass. A normal force of 0.48 ± 0.04 N was maintained 71

for the measurements of the friction (Fig. S1C, Materials and 72

Methods) and also those based on a Corneometer® moisture 73

sensor, where a megahertz (MHz) surface wave penetrates to 74

a depth of 20 µm (Fig. S2), terahertz Time-Domain Spec- 75

troscopy (THz-TDS) (Fig. S3), infrared Optical Coherence 76

Tomography (IR-OCT) and optical microscopy. 77

Figs 1 G and H demonstrate that the moisture arising from 78

occlusion and external wetting tends to a path independent 79

steady state volume fraction (c.f. Fig. S4) that corresponds 80

to the maximum value of the friction thus ensuring optimal 81

grip; the data were measured using a MHz-Corneometer. Sim- 82

ilar tendency was shown for another participant with a little 83

different converging time as shown in Fig. S5 A and B. In 84

addition, the temporal evolution to a steady state hydration 85
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Fig. 2. The drying of moisture in furrows due to evaporation for an initially wet finger pad in contact with glass as a function of time. (A) Optical images. (B) Enlarged regions of
(A). (C) IR-OCT cross-sectional images of a typical furrow where the dashed yellow lines delineate the meniscus and l is the depth of the furrows. (D) Cross-sectional images
of the moisture calculated from (C). (E) Corresponding mean maximum depths of the moisture as a function of time as measured by THz-TDS and IR-OCT. (F ) Apparent depth
at the center of individual furrows as a function of time as measured in IR-OCT images; the changes in the apparent mean depths reflect a fast evaporation rate during the initial
period of 40 s after which the rate is much slower. (G) Fill length of moisture in individual furrows as a function of time.

Fig. 3. IR - OCT tomographic images of a wet finger pad after 20 s. (A) – (C)
Observation of menisci (bulk and side) formation in a wet furrow (1) after 20 s at
increasing magnifications. Light grey regions are air-gaps, darker regions of near-
uniform grey level are moisture, and the darkest grey regions within fingerprint ridge
boundaries are areas of localized skin-glass contact from which liquid is excluded.
Liquid water (2) is visible between one pair of ridges and a bulk meniscus is present
in contact with air (3). Sweat pores are approximately circular; some (4) are visible as
white air voids while others with moisture appear darker grey. (D) – (G) correspond
to cross-sectional images as labelled in (C). A side meniscus is observed in (F ) (c.f.
Fig. S6). The air-water interface can be estimated from IR scattering on the glass
surface and the optical path length difference corresponding to a step change in the
height of the furrow. A receding bulk meniscus formed at the bulk water-air interface
is observed in (G).

for other participants is shown in Fig. S5C. 86

Moreover, it appears that there is an approximate trend for 87

the friction to increase from the little finger to the thumb (Fig. 88

S8), which would correspond to an increase in the contact area. 89

For the wet case, the hydration level decreases linearly up to 90

about 40 s followed by a slower rate and reaching a steady 91

state at ∼ 70 s. However, for the dry case, the hydration level 92

increases at a decreasing rate and reaches a steady state after 93

approximately the same time period as the wet case. Fig. 1I 94

shows that such evaporation behaviour in the wet state can 95

only be observed with ridged but not flat skin, e.g. the chest, 96

forearm, or thigh. In addition, for initially dry flat skin, Fig. 97

1J illustrates that the volume fraction of moisture does not 98

tend to a steady state value unlike occluded ridged skin i.e. it 99

does not exhibit homeostasis even though it has furrows but 100

of much smaller number density and size (21). The temporal 101

increase in the volume fraction of moisture in the occluded 102

state is much greater for the flat compared with the ridge skin, 103

which partly reflects the much greater sweat secretion rate of 104

flat skin (13). 105

Data for the wet case are presented in Fig. 2. The opti- 106

cal images (Figs 2 A and B) show that there is an initially 107

saturated region due to the insertion of a water droplet but 108

gradually the furrows lose the water as shown by the light re- 109
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Fig. 4. (A) and (B) IR-OCT images of evaporation from a meniscus rendered more visible using fluorescent nanoparticles and hydrophobic and hydrophilic glass respectively.
The images are cut-through the central region of a furrow, which for (A) corresponds to the dashed yellow lines in (C). Condensed water droplets are visible at longer times after
the moisture has evaporated only when hydrophobic glass is used due to the greater contact angle. Evaporation is slower for hydrophobic compared with hydrophilic glass since
wicking at the moisture-vapor interface is retarded. (C) Optical images of the evaporation of a small water droplet compressed in a hydrophobic glass contact. The light regions
within the contact boundary of the finger pad with the glass indicate air gaps i.e. the skin is not in contact with the glass. The initially dark connected region are space-filling
liquid water. (D) Schematic diagram of the moisture regulation mechanism via bulk and side menisci induced evaporation in ridged skin showing a side meniscus (1), bulk
meniscus (2), glass (3), sweat duct (4), sweat pore (5), evaporated moisture (6) and moisture condensing on the glass (7). All the measurements in this figure involved the
same participant.

gions between the contacting ridges. This drying phenomenon110

is quantified more clearly in Fig. 2D. These moisture profiles111

are calculated from the IR-OCT cross-sectional images of a112

furrow at different time intervals (Fig. 2C ) with the location113

of the three-phase contact lines corresponding to the loss of114

scattering at the air-glass interface. The distribution of water115

was calculated from the change in the apparent geometry of116

the furrow. The depth of moisture in a furrow at a particular117

location, hwater, was estimated using the following equation:118

hwater = (l − ldry)/(nwater − nair) [1]119

120
121

where l and ldry are the distances between the glass and skin122

on the OCT image in the current and initially dry states,123

nwater and nair are the refractive indices of water and air.124

We sectionized the furrows of Fig. 2C into 1 regions and125

calculated the distribution of water to construct the cross-126

sectional images of Fig. 2C. Here in Fig. 2D, the curvature127

of side meniscus is determined by hydrophobic ridge and128

hydrophilic glass. It can be clearly confirmed by successfully129

visualized images in Fig. S6. At 20 s, side menisci are observed130

at the corners between the glass and the summits of the ridges 131

as the bulk meniscus recedes due to evaporation, which at 132

60 s cause the side menisci to disappear. The reduction in 133

the mean maximum heights of the moisture in the furrows 134

due to the evaporation was measured by both the IR-OCT 135

and THz-TDS (Fig. 2E). Fig. 2F exemplifies the variability 136

of the IR-OCT data for the mean depth of the furrows at 137

the centre of individual furrows as a function of time; the 138

change in depth reflects that of the moisture caused by the 139

difference in refractive index of water and air. There is a 140

corresponding variability in the fill lengths of moisture in the 141

furrows (Fig. 2G). The near constant evaporation rate up to 142

approximately 40 s arises primarily from the receding bulk 143

menisci and corresponds to the linear reduction in the volume 144

fraction of water in the finger pad up to this time period 145

(Fig. 1G). Much slower evaporation from the side menisci 146

is observed after 40 s as the steady state hydration level is 147

approached with the disappearance of the side meniscus after 148

30 s (Fig. 2D). The formation of bulk and side menisci are 149

also observed by the IR-OCT tomographical snapshot images 150

of a wet finger pad after the evaporation has initiated (Figs 3 151
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Fig. 5. The accumulation of moisture in the furrows between the epidermal ridges due to occlusion for an initially dry finger pad in contact with glass as a function of time. (A)
Optical images. (B) Enlarged regions of (A). (C) IR-OCT cross-sectional images of a typical furrow. (D) Cross-sections of the moisture distribution calculated from (C).

A-C). In Figs 3 D–G, the yellow dashed lines are interfaces152

of the water and air. These not fully scaled lines are drawn153

to make the observation more clear. Which shows the shapes154

of side meniscus in Fig. 3F and bulk meniscus in Fig. 3G155

and how the evaporation starts in Fig. 3E. When there is no156

water just below the glass, IR wave is scattered more on the157

glass surface. Distorsions of the furrow are clearly observed158

in the images of Figs 3 E-G at the interface of air and water.159

The curvatures of yellow dashed lines are not fully scaled. In160

Fig. 3E, considering that no scattered IR wave on the glass161

and the apparent height of furrow center, the yellow dashed162

line is drawn. The yellow dashed line in Fig. 3F is described163

previously in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3G, the variation of furrow height164

along the valley of the height is observed with a slow change165

at the interface of air and water. The resulting curvature of166

the interface also depends on hydrophilicity of the glass. Here167

we observe some variation of furrow height along the valley168

of the height. The evaporated moisture from the menisci is169

clearly observed by using IR-OCT (Figs 4 A and B) and a170

visible light-CCD camera (Fig. 4C ). Both hydrophobic (Fig.171

4A) and hydrophilic (Fig. 4B) glass (Materials and Methods)172

are used to observe the cross-sections of evaporating menisci173

using IR-OCT by a dispersion of fluorescent nanoparticles.174

The visibility of condensed water drops on the glass from175

evaporated moisture is much improved with hydrophobic glass176

due to its greater contact angle of 109° compared with 7° for177

the hydrophilic glass as shown in Figs 4 A-C. Also the rate of178

evaporation against the hydrophilic glass is considerably more179

rapid than that for the hydrophobic glass.180

The accumulation of moisture in the furrows due to occlu-181

sion is illustrated in Fig. 5. The optical images (Figs 5 A and182

B) suggest that they become quite saturated at long times.183

However, the IR-OCT results (Figs 5 C and D) show that184

the major fraction of the moisture is retained at the base of185

a furrow as it increases with time (c.f. Fig. 1F). The cross-186

sectional image of the moisture in a furrow after 180 s (Fig.187

5D) resembles that after a similar time period for the wet case 188

(Fig. 2D) and in both cases the side menisci are absent. 189

Discussion 190

Moisture regulation. As mentioned previously, a wet finger pad 191

in contact with glass is analogous to an array of microfluidic 192

channels in which moisture is trapped by capillarity in the fur- 193

rows. The contacts between the ridges and the counter surface 194

result in the formation of sharp corners, as shown schematically 195

in Fig. 4D, where side menisci have formed after the moisture 196

has evaporated leaving a residual bulk menisci. Although evap- 197

oration near the meniscus of such a system involves complex 198

physics related to coupling between the hydrodynamics and 199

mass transfer in the vapour phase, the phenomenon itself is 200

well-known (22–24). Compared with a circular cross-section 201

capillary tube, for example, it has been shown that the side 202

menisci greatly accelerate the evaporation rate by several or- 203

ders of magnitude in a way that is independent of the relative 204

humidity (22). The side menisci are pinned in the corners and 205

provide a low-resistance pathway for water to evaporate near 206

the entrance of the channel. Essentially, the analogy has been 207

made that the side menisci siphon water to the entrance where 208

it evaporates. Thus, as the bulk meniscus recedes inside a 209

furrow due to evaporation at the water-air interface (Figs 2 A 210

and B), the corner films (side menisci) provide flow pathways 211

for the water between the receding bulk meniscus and the 212

furrow opening, as shown in Fig. S7. The retreat of the bulk 213

meniscus corresponds to a mean evaporation rate of ∼ 0.2 214

mm/s (Fig. 2G); it is slower for hydrophobic glass due to the 215

greater contact angle (Fig. 4A). Further evaporation from the 216

side menisci exhibits a much slower rate, corresponding to 217

the disappearance of the side menisci. The ability to regulate 218

hydration by evaporation through the furrows is important 219

since there is strong evidence that excessive levels lead to a 220

reduction in the friction (6, 15). This is indicative of a de- 221

crease in the interfacial shear stress when the contact area has 222
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reached an upper limit. That is, initially the increase in the223

contact area due to plasticization dominates by increasing the224

friction but, when apparently fully plasticized, the interfacial225

shear strength continues to decrease. This could arise because226

the interfacial shear strength is determined by interactions227

close to the interface while the change in contact area is a228

sub-surface phenomenon.229

In summary, the furrows have the function of a moisture230

regulating mechanism, which ensures an optimal hydration of231

the keratin layer of the skin for maximising the friction and232

reducing the probability of catastrophic slip. They appear to233

have the dual function of enhancing the evaporation of excess234

moisture but providing a moisture reservoir at their bases.235

For the initially wet case, it is clear that at relatively short236

times the side menisci play a critical role in enhancing the237

evaporation rate. However, side menisci were not observed238

for both the wet case at relatively long times and also for the239

occluded state. Figs 1 D and F show IR-OCT images in the240

fully occluded state and it is clear that the ridges conform241

closely to the counter surface such that it is reasonable to242

assume that the sweat pores are effectively blocked to the243

extent that further sweat secretion is inhibited. This is also244

the case for the wet state as exemplified by Figs 3 A-C. Initially,245

the pores will be unblocked but as the ridges become plasticised246

a more intimate contact is formed, which corresponds to an247

increase in the friction, until there a cessation of the sweat248

secretion and a steady state hydration level and friction is249

achieved. The ridges have a much smaller radius of curvature250

than that of the finger pad (see below) and thus, for a given251

normal force, the contact pressure will be greater than for flat252

skin, which will favour the blocking of the sweat pores. In the253

occluded state, the volume fraction of moisture increases only254

from ∼ 0.25 to ∼ 0.35 but it corresponds to a relatively large255

increase in the friction (Figs 1 G and H ). The Corneometer256

measures a mean value over a depth of 20 µm and, on the257

basis of Fig. 5 G, it senses the quantity in the ridges since258

moisture is absent in the furrows at this depth. However,259

confocal Raman spectroscopy has shown that there is a much260

greater increase in the moisture near the surface of the skin261

that governs the skin since it is much less hydrated at the262

surface (25).263

Implications for finger pad friction. A finger pad in the dry264

state obeys Amontons’ laws of friction i.e. the friction is265

proportional to the applied normal force and independent of266

the gross area of contact (26). It is important to distinguish267

the gross contact area from the real value as defined by regions268

of intermolecular contact. The presence of the furrows will269

cause a reduction in the real contact area. However, it is270

because the surfaces of the ridges are topographically rough271

that Amontons’ law is obeyed since the real contact area272

for such surfaces is proportional to the normal force (see SI273

Appendix for details). Moisture plasticizes the keratin in the274

stratum corneum and it results in the topographic features,275

which are termed asperities, becoming more deformable due to276

a transition from a near-glassy to a rubbery state (27). Unlike277

dry ridged skin, which obeys Amontons’ law, the coefficient278

of friction in the rubbery state depends on the contact area,279

which is consistent with the approximate increase in friction280

as the sizes of the finger pads increase (Fig. S8). For a rough281

spherically capped elastic body in contact with a smooth282

rigid surface, the criterion for whether the asperities become283

flattened depends on the following parameter, κ, being < 0.05 284

(28): 285

κ = σS

(
16RE∗2

9W 2

)1/3

[2] 286

287
288

where σS is the standard deviation in the distribution of 289

asperity heights, R is the effective radius of the deformable 290

body, E∗ = E/(1 − ν2) such that E and ν are the Young’s 291

modulus and Poisson’s ratio. That is, for sufficiently small 292

values of E∗ and large values ofW , the contact area is identical 293

to that as if the body were smooth, which is typically found for 294

elastomers. The model assumes that the body is homogeneous, 295

but in the case of the epidermal ridges, plasticization by 296

moisture reduces the value of E by many orders of magnitude 297

to ∼ 100 kPa (28), which is comparable to that of the bulk 298

finger pad of ∼ 35 kPa (29). Thus, in the plasticized state, for 299

the current applied load of 0.48 N, a typical mean radius of 300

curvature of a finger pad (15 mm) and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3, 301

the expression is satisfied provided that σS < 50 µm for the 302

asperities on the surfaces of the ridges. This is much greater 303

than would be expected given that a typical ridge height is ∼ 304

80 µm (29). Moreover, it is a lower bound since the cylindrical 305

radius of curvature of an epidermal ridge is ∼ 0.3 mm, which 306

will considerably decrease the value of κ due the greater contact 307

pressure. It should be emphasized that the true contact area 308

may only be estimated from the unloaded surface topography, 309

for example by self-similar, randomly rough contact mechanics, 310

which has been applied to flat skin (30). It involves complex 311

numerical schemes but are not essential here given that the 312

critical value of σS for asperity flattening is much greater than 313

that which could be reasonably expected for the surfaces of 314

the ridges (29). 315

Catastrophic slip. In any grip event, a normal force is applied 316

such that there is sufficient friction to eliminate slip. A par- 317

ticular advantage of the rubbery state is that the friction 318

increases with the slip velocity within a limited range (12), 319

which provides a self-arresting mechanism against an incipient 320

slip. However, catastrophic slip could be caused by the forma- 321

tion of a water film between the ridges and the contact surface 322

when a droplet of water is inserted (Fig. 2B). The interaction 323

of the ridges with a surface is complex and has been observed 324

to involve unconnected regions gradually coming into contact 325

due to plasticization (27). Such regions initially involve an 326

array of micro-contacts that allow the ridges to retain moisture 327

on their upper surfaces due to capillary action. Some of the 328

moisture is absorbed into the ridges and the reduction in their 329

stiffness causes the moisture to be squeezed into the furrows as 330

they conform to the glass due to the action of the normal force 331

and plasticization. This prevents a water film being formed 332

that would result in a very low coefficient of friction (0.0015) 333

as calculated for a smooth finger pad for a sliding velocity of 334

19 mm/s and a normal load of 11.7 N (6). The central film 335

thickness, hc was calculated to be 0.1 µm. This lubrication 336

regime is known as ‘isoviscous elastohydrodynamic lubrication 337

(IEHL)’. The term isoviscous is used since the contact pres- 338

sures are insufficient to increase the viscosity of the lubricant 339

and ‘elastohydrodynamic’ refers to the coupling of the elastic 340

deformation of the contact due to the pressure generated by 341

the flow of the lubricant. When there is solid-solid contact, it 342
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is referred to as the boundary regime. There is a transition343

between the two regimes, known as ‘mixed lubrication’, in344

which the coefficient of friction reduces from of order 1 to345

values < 0.01.346

The criterion for the transition from the mixed to the IEHL347

regimes corresponds to the parameter Λ being in the range 5348

– 10, and being < 1 for the boundary regime (31). The value349

of Λ depends on the roughness of the bodies in contact and350

may be written in the following form:351

Λ = hc

(σ2
ridges + σ2

glass)1/2 [3]352

353
354

where σridges and σglass refer to the rms roughness of the ridges355

and counter surface respectively. Assuming that σsurface = 0356

µm and σridges = 80 µm, and the normal force is the current357

value of 0.48 N, corresponding to hc = 0.2 µm, then Λ = 0.002,358

which more than satisfies the condition that a fluid film would359

not be formed under these conditions. This also corresponds to360

the coefficients of friction being > 1. Eq. (3) does not account361

for any deformation of the ridges but this requires complex362

numerical analysis e.g. (32). Nevertheless, it has been shown363

that it is a close approximation for rough elastomers (33) and364

since Λ � 1, it is reasonable to conclude that a fluid water365

film is not formed at a sliding speed of 19 mm/s, which is366

comparable to that applied during tactile events.367

Implications for natural surfaces. The current work was neces-368

sarily restricted to glass as a counter surface given the require-369

ment of optical transparency. However, natural surfaces may370

be rough and permeable to moisture. Materials such as paper371

absorbed any secreted sweat and the friction decreases with372

increasing contact time (12). Thus, the relative timescales373

of moisture accumulation and counter surface permeation is374

a critical parameter. As described above, in the near glassy375

state, the friction is independent of the gross contact area and376

is reduced when in contact with a rough surface. However, the377

plasticization of the ridges will allow them to more easily con-378

form to surface topographical features and thus increase the379

friction by an interlocking mechanism. There is clear evidence380

that this is the case since the friction of wet finger pads on381

rough glass (Ra ∼ 45 µm) is considerably greater than that382

for smooth glass and the difference increases with increasing383

contact pressure (8). However, in the case of a dry contact,384

the friction against rough glass is less than that for the smooth385

glass as would be expected for a multiple asperity contact (8).386

When interlocking occurs, the component of the applied387

frictional force acting in the sliding direction on an asperity388

increases the local value of the normal force. Thus the frictional389

force, Fint, may be written in the following form (34):390

Fint =
{
W tan(λ) + Fadh sec(λ), if Fadh>0.
0, if Fadh=0.

[4]391

392
393

where λ is the angle of inclination of the asperity and Fadh is394

the adhesion component of friction corresponding to a smooth395

planar counter surface. The first term on the right hand side396

represents the force to slide over an asperity so that when397

λ = 0, Eq. (4) reduces to the smooth case. When Fadh = 0,398

it reduces to the Euler relationship but then Fint = 0 since399

sliding over an asperity without interfacial friction does not 400

dissipate energy but this was not understood by the early 401

workers in the field such as Euler and Coulomb. The second 402

term is the adhesive component augmented by the increase in 403

the local normal force, which represents the energy dissipated 404

per unit sliding distance. It is possible to readily perceive 405

such interlocking by rubbing a hair fiber between the thumb 406

and index finger since the friction is greater towards than 407

away from the scalp due to the sharp edges of the saw-tooth 408

geometry of the hair cuticles that catch on the ridges, which 409

have a height of about 500 nm. It is a testament to our tactile 410

abilities that we can perceive a topographical feature that is 411

∼ 10 nm (35), which represents a greater spatial resolution 412

than that of vision. 413

Conclusion 414

Since, in repeated grip experiments, the moisture level of the 415

finger pad keratin increased or decreased in such a way that 416

created a maximum in the friction, it has been proposed that 417

finger pads exhibit moisture regulation (15). The current data 418

provide direct evidence of the underlying moisture regulation 419

mechanism that for the wet case, the furrows act as microflu- 420

idic channels in which the bulk and the side menisci promote 421

evaporation of excess water but with sufficient retained mois- 422

ture that the ridges remain in a plasticised state. However, at 423

long times, the side menisci were not observed as was the case 424

for initially dry finger pads. It is believed that the greater con- 425

tact pressure arising for ridged compared with flat skin has the 426

dual function of the blocking of the sweat pores and inhibiting 427

hydrodynamic lubrication that would lead to catastrophic slip. 428

Thus we have discovered direct evidence that explains the high 429

density of sweat glands in the fingerprint ridges and their re- 430

cruitment under conditions of high psychological stress rather 431

than thermoregulation. Due to experimental constraints, the 432

work was carried out using optically flat glass as the counter 433

surface. We believe that the findings are applicable to natural 434

surfaces that may be topographically rough, provided that 435

the rate of moisture absorption is less than that of moisture 436

accumulation. 437

In a wider context, the understanding of the influence of 438

finger pad friction in the partially or fully occluded state will 439

contribute to the development of more realistic tactile sensors, 440

e.g. for applications in robotics and prosthetics, and also 441

haptic feedback systems e.g. for touch screens and virtual 442

reality environments. For example, ultrasonic lubrication is 443

commonly employed in haptic displays but the effectiveness 444

is reduced for dry compared with moist finger pads (36). For 445

fine textured surfaces such as textiles, tactile discrimination 446

relies on lateral vibrations (37). If such vibrations are recorded 447

and applied to a finger pad, the discriminative performance 448

of subjects is remarkably effective but the absence of sliding 449

friction prevents a realistic perception of the actual texture 450

(38). This work demonstrates the profound influence of friction 451

in the way that we perceive the tactile attributes of an object. 452

Materials and Methods 453

Participants. 6 males in the age range 27 – 33 participated in the 454

measurements. All the data presented in the main text are for a 455

single participant to compare the data obtained from MHz, THz, IR 456

and visible light. Additional data for another participant is added 457
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in the Supplementary Information (Fig. S5 A - B). For the other 4458

participants, the hydration measurements (Fig. S5C) were made459

to establish that the hydration behavior is consistent albeit with460

some variation from person to person. The hydration and friction461

measurements for each participant were repeated more than 3 times462

to calculate the mean and error bars as ±1 SD. Every participant463

gave their informed consent to participate in the experiments. The464

study was approved by Seoul National University Institutional465

Review Board (IRB No. 1905/002-003).466

Protocol for the dry and wet states. Initially, the participants washed467

their hands using water and soap, and they were environmentally468

equilibrated for 10 min in a controlled room at 23.5 ± 0.5 ℃ and469

40 ± 2 RH%. In the dry state, a lint-free tissue was used to remove470

any surface moisture secreted by sweating. For the wet state, 1.0471

µL of water was applied between the plate and fingertip using a472

micro-pipette.473

Friction measurements. The friction of a fingertip was measured474

using a tribometer with a horizontal motor-driven translation stage475

equipped with two-axis transducers each having a resolution of 33476

mN. A photographic image of the tribometer is shown in Fig. S1.477

The tangential transducer (CZL639HD, Phidgets Inc.) had a force478

range of 0 - 1 N and the normal transducer (CZL616C, Phidgets479

Inc.) had a force range of 0 – 7.65 N. An optical glass plate (76 x480

26 mm, Marienfeld, Germany), which had been cleaned by a dry481

wiper (KIMTECH science wiper), was attached to the motion stage482

and a subject applied a normal force of 0.48 ± 0.04 N to the glass483

by pressing the selected finger. The stage was set to a reciprocating484

motion with a speed of 2.5 mm/s and a displacement of 8 mm for485

300 s. During this period both the tangential and normal forces486

were monitored. The coefficient of friction was calculated as the487

ratio of the maximum static friction force just before the finger slip488

occurs and the normal force measured instantaneously with the489

maximum static friction.490

Hydration level measurement (MHz frequency). To measure the hy-491

dration of a fingertip, a Corneometer (CM 825, Courage+Khazaka492

Electronic GmbH) was employed (Fig. S2). The probe measures493

capacitance and consists of an interdigitated electrode pattern that494

creates a surface field near the probe that responds to the moisture495

content. The Corneometer detects the charge time and displays496

the hydration level of the skin as a value from 0 to 120 (arbitrary497

units), with calibration being done using cellulose filter paper. The498

value is linearly dependent on the applied amount of water (39).499

To determine the penetration depth, supplementary experiments500

were performed on a cellulose filter pad with a polyurethane film501

of thickness 15 µm inserted between the pad and the probe. Since502

the polyurethane film is transparent to the device, increasing the503

number of films corresponds to increasing the distance between the504

probe and the sample. An exponential decay of the hydration level505

with the distance between the probe and sample was measured. A506

90 % decrease in the hydration level represents a sensor penetration507

depth of approximately 20 µm (Fig. S9). The hydration level (arbi-508

trary units) is calibrated with the dielectric constant of the sample509

(40). We fitted the hydration level-dielectric constant relationship510

with an exponential expression (R2 = 0.90). We also correlated511

the dielectric constant with the volume fraction of water using the512

effective medium theory, which provides a correlation between the513

hydration level and the volume fraction of water (41) (Fig. S9).514

Imaging methods (Infrared and visible light). The moisture hydrody-515

namics involving a fingerprint against a glass plate was quantified516

by direct visualization using Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)517

(GAN320C1, Thorlabs Inc., USA) and a CCD camera (ICS, Some-518

tech Inc., Korea). Infrared (IR) waves with a wavelength of 1,300519

nm were used, which produces a tomographic image (42). It allowed520

the formation of side and bulk menisci and also the evaporated521

moisture droplets on the glass to be imaged with the profile of522

the water meniscus obtained from the path length of the reflected523

IR beam in the furrows of a fingerprint ridges. The subsequent524

moisture evaporation in the furrows was visualized with the aid of525

a 1 % v/v dispersion of 500 nm fluorescent nanoparticles (G500,526

Thermo Fisher Scientific). The evaporation rate was also measured527

by visible light using a CCD camera. To acquire contact information528

of the finger pad with the glass, the CCD camera was employed 529

using visible light (halogen lamp). The intensity of the visible light 530

reflected at the interface of the glass was imaged. The position of 531

the bulk meniscus by space-filling liquid water was obtained from 532

the dark region in the image. The displacement of the meniscus 533

as a function of time due to evaporation was estimated from the 534

rate of disappearance of the dark region. The condensed water on 535

the surface of the glass due to moisture evaporation was directly 536

visualized using both IR waves and visible light (Fig. 4). 537

Terahertz spectral response of ridge skin. An additional measure- 538

ment of the profile of the moisture in the furrows was made using 539

a polarization-tunable THz-TDS (Tetrahertz-Time Domain Spec- 540

troscopy) system (TAS7500SP, Advantest Corporation). A THz 541

free-standing wire grid polarizer (G30x10-L, Microtech Instruments, 542

Inc.) was employed to adjust the direction of polarization of the 543

incident THz waves to the skin (Fig. S3). When a femtosecond 544

laser is irradiated onto a linear dipole-shaped metal pattern (photo- 545

conductive antenna) on a LT-GaAs substrate, a pulse with a strong 546

linear polarization of a broadband (0.1 – 3 THz) frequency is gener- 547

ated. This pulse changes the polarization between −45° and +45° 548

through two polarizers (Fig. S3). Then, the polarized THz pulse 549

is reflected from the sample and enters the detector. Since the 550

detection part also uses a linear dipole antenna on the LT-GaAs 551

substrate, it is sensitive to only one component of the electric field. 552

This reflected time domain signal is converted to the frequency do- 553

main by FFT. It was observed that a strong resonance occurs when 554

the direction of polarization is parallel to the fingerprint texture, 555

and disappears when it is perpendicular. The validity of the data 556

was confirmed by ensuring that the resonances were greater than the 557

noise level of THz–TDS system (43). The response was modelled 558

using finite-difference time domain software (44) (Fig. S10) and 559

shown to be sensitive to moisture at 5 GHz per 1 µm in height (Fig. 560

S11). The simulated response to THz waves for a dry finger pad 561

agrees reasonably with that measured (Fig. S12). The principle of 562

Fabry-Perot resonance is shown schematically in Fig. S13. 563

Data Availability Statement. All data discussed in the paper are avail- 564

able from the corresponding authors upon request. 565
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